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Executive Summary 
In this internal deliverable we discuss the latest version of the Learning Path Editor (LPE), which has 
been integrated into the TenCompetence infrastructure. The development activities for the LPE were 
also conceived as an evaluation of the pragmatic quality of the underlying model, the Learning Path 
Specification. 
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1 The Learning Path Editor as a Challenge for the 
Learning Path Specification  

1.1 Introduction 
In Deliverable 7.3 we described the Learning Path Specification and the tool that was being developed 
at the time to enable description of learning paths in accordance with the specification, the Learning 
Path Editor. In this chapter we describe the current version of the Learning Path Editor and discuss 
how the development contributed to the evaluation of the Learning Path Specification. 
The framework used for the evaluation of the learning path specification is based on theories and 
research in the area of conceptual model quality (Beck, 2002; Krogstie, 1998; Moody, 2005; Nelson, 
Poels, Genero, & Piattini, 2005) and distinguishes three aspects of model quality: 

1. Semantic quality: does the model/specification represent essential features? 
2. Syntactic quality: does the model/specification express what it intends to express in a correct 

way, i.e. in accordance with the syntax rules of the modelling language? 
3. Pragmatic quality: is the model/specification easily comprehended and used by the stakeholders 

for its intended purpose? 
The immediate purpose of the learning path specification is to guide system development, with the 
eventual aim to describe learning paths in a formal and uniform way. In this sense the process of 
developing the Learning Path Editor can be considered as an evaluation of the pragmatic quality of the 
learning path specification. Pragmatic quality concerns the question whether the specification is easy 
to understand and easy to use. Pragmatic quality of a model, specification or system is high when it is:  

a. Unambiguous (i.e. concepts and relations have a clear single meaning);  
b. Internally consistent (i.e. the model does not contain contradictions);  
c. General (i.e. concepts are as independent as possible from any specific application or domain). 

Assessing pragmatic quality is not merely a matter of asking users how they evaluate the specification 
regarding these criteria. Though software developers will understand these criteria and are able to 
identify a specification’s flaws related to these criteria at face value (i.e. merely by reading the 
specification), more flaws are likely to come to light in the process of building a tool that draws on the 
specification. 
The chapter is structured as follows. In the next section we give an overview of the functionalities of 
the Learning Path Editor. We continue with a discussion on how the process of developing the 
Learning Path Editor evoked a number of changes to the learning path specification and end the 
chapter with some conclusions. 

1.2 The Learning Path Editor  
The Learning Path Editor (LPE)1 consists of three different views that correspond to different tasks in 
connection with the description of learning paths:  

1. Handling of learning paths, i.e. keep an overview, choose to change existing learning paths or 
to create a new learning path (Master view) 

2. Describing the characteristics of a learning path (Metadata view) 
3. Designing a learning path (Design view)  

The metadata view and the design view reflect the learning path specification.  

                                                      
1 Available as part of the TenCompetence infrastructure: http://dspace.ou.nl/handle/1820/2182 
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The Learning Path Editor opens in the Master view (Fig. 1.1), which provides an overview of all 
learning paths created within the Liferay Community, in which the LPE is integrated. The learning 
paths are listed alphabetically and a date indicates when the learning path was last changed. 
When the user clicks on the collapse and expand buttons, additional information becomes visible, 
provided that the author of the learning path gave this information when describing the learning path: 
description, delivery mode, and workload. Further control buttons that are provided for each learning 
path include Copy, Delete, Metadata, and Design.  

  
Fig. 1.1. Learning Path Editor Master view 

 

 
Fig.1.2. Learning Path Editor Metadata view (Title & Competences) 

 
By clicking the button New Learning Path the metadata view is activated (Fig. 1.2). In this view the 
author enters a title and short description of the learning path, and specifies the competence levels that 
are attained upon completion of the learning path. The competence levels displayed in the metadata 
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view are all competence levels that are defined within the Liferay Community that the Editor is 
deployed in.  
Further, the author has the option to specify additional characteristics of the learning path (Fig. 1.3.) 
which may be used by learners in the process of searching a suitable learning path, for example 
language, costs and delivery mode. 
 

 
Fig. 1.3. Learning Path Editor Metadata view (Other metadata) 

 
Once the necessary information has been provided the learning path can be saved and the user will be 
redirected to the overview, now including the newly created learning path. The actual design of the 
learning path still has to take place, though. For this, the author clicks the Design control button for the 
learning path. This activates the design view (Fig. 1.4).   
The design view shows the competence levels previously selected in the metadata view, at the left 
hand side of the screen, as a cue for the author. In the Design view the author can add actions or 
existing learning paths and group them in clusters to specify particular subsets, such as sequential 
ordering and choice options. (Fig. 1.5 to 1.9). Note that the user has to specify whether the learning 
path (top level) constitutes a sequence, free order or parallel grouping of learning actions.  
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Fig. 1.4. Learning Path Editor Design view 

 
To add an Action, the author clicks the “Add action” button at the bottom of the right hand pane. Next 
a dialogue box appears which asks to provide a title and a web address for the action (Fig. 2.5). This 
web address may refer to all kinds of actions: a simple instruction to read a book, a complete course, a 
game or simulation, a test etcetera.  
 

 
Fig. 1.5. Learning Path Editor Design view: Add Action 

Alternatively, the author can choose to include existing learning paths in the design, for instance to 
express that a university degree is build up of a bachelor programme and a master programme, each of 
which has been designed as a separate learning path. An important difference between a learning 
action and a learning path is that the latter has an explicit connection with one or more competence 
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levels. Completion of a learning path equals mastery of the competence levels associated with the 
learning path, whereas completion of a learning action means that ‘some contribution’ to attainment of 
one or more of the learning path’s competence levels has been achieved. This means that whenever a 
strict relation needs to be clear between parts of a learning path and one or more competence levels, 
for instance to adapt a learning path to individual learners’ prior knowledge or learning experiences, 
these parts must be designed as learning paths within a learning path. 
When the author wants to add a learning path, she is presented with an overview of existing learning 
paths (Fig. 2.6). Clicking on a learning path in the list will highlight the competence levels the learning 
path helps to acquire in the list of competence levels next to the list of learning paths, enabling the 
author to compare them with the list of competence levels in the left hand pane of the main screen. 
 

 
Fig. 1.6. Learning Path Editor Design view: Add Learning Path 

 
The author has now added three learning actions and a learning path to the learning path that is being 
designed. However two of these should be studied in parallel, for the sake of synergetic effects. In 
order to express this, the author has to group the action and, in this case, the added already existing 
learning path into a cluster of the type ‘parallel’. She first creates the cluster by clicking “Add Cluster” 
at the bottom of the right hand pane and again a dialogue box appears, in which she can specify what 
type of cluster she wants to create (Free order, Sequence or Parallel), provide a title for the cluster and, 
in the case of a Free order or Parallel cluster indicate whether all the actions in the cluster have to be 
completed or that the learner is free to choose a certain number (Fig. 1.7.). 
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Fig. 1.7. Learning Path Editor Design view: Add Cluster 

 

Once the cluster has been added the author can drag and drop the required actions and paths to the 
cluster. Fig. 1.8 shows the result in the Design view.  
This is how gradually the author builds a learning path out of learning actions or existing learning 
paths. Supported by the list of competence levels selected at the very start of the process of creating a 
learning path.  
Further technical documentation can be found at http://sourceforge.net/projects/tencompetence/  
The Learning Path Editor code is also available through http://hdl.handle.net/1820/2182.  
Finally Deliverable 3.5 (ID3.24 “Design & architecture of the integrated system”) provides 
information on the Learning Path Editor in relation to the wider system.  
 

 
Fig. 1.8. Learning Path Editor Design view: action and learning path included in parallel cluster 
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1.3 Building the Learning Path Editor and Changes to the Learning 
Path Specification 

The Learning Path Editor is designed as a tool to be used by experienced authors, to create learning 
path descriptions following the learning path specification. In the TENCompetence infrastructure these 
learning paths are then presented to learners through the Personal Development Planner.  
Some notable differences between the current Learning Path Editor and the original design are:  

1. The original distinction between owned learning paths and co-edited learning paths has not 
been implemented  

2. There is no connection between learning actions and competence levels. Only learning paths 
are connected to competence levels in the strict sense that upon completion of the learning 
path the associated competence levels have been acquired. 

3. Following point 2 the design view no longer has a top pane representing competence levels 
which upon selection highlight associated learning actions in a left hand pane. Instead the left 
hand pane now shows a list of all competence levels the author has selected for the currently 
designed learning path to cover.  

At the outset of the Learning Path Editor design and development it was decided, for reasons of 
efficiency, that the user interface already developed for the Graphical Planning Tool would be re-used 
for the Learning Path Editor. This meant that the Editor would be developed in Flash. However, at 
some point along the line it became clear that the integration of Flash in the Liferay environment was 
more complicated than anticipated and in fact constituted a technical problem that could not be solved 
in a reasonable amount of time. At that point a switch was made from Flash to Flex. This in turn meant 
that the initial design had to be adapted, not only because of differences between Flash and Flex but 
also to enable completion of the development within the time limits set. 
The switch from Flash to Flex also meant that eventually five software developers have worked in less 
or more detail with the learning path specification: three developers involved in developing the 
Learning Path Editor and two involved in developing the Activity Navigator.  
The software developers involved in developing the Editor had not been involved in the development 
of the specification, so that to start with, they had to rely on the information contained in the schema 
and the information model (Janssen, Hermans, Berlanga, & Koper, 2008). Clarifications were 
requested on a number of issues that led to several minor as well as some more profound adaptations 
of the schema (binding).  
Minor changes to the learning path specification are those which concerned the translation of the 
specification into this specific schema rather than the specification itself. The term ‘specification’ is 
somewhat confusing in this respect, as it is used both for conceptual models (e.g. a UML model) and 
the technical implementation of these models in a schema using a particular syntax, in our case XML 
(cf. (Klein, Fensel, Harmelen, & Horrocks, 2000)). As is the case in natural language, the things we 
want to express can be expressed in many different ways grammatically, representing different 
nuances perhaps, but still bearing the same message/meaning. Similarly the minor adaptations made to 
the schema represent ‘grammatical’ or ‘syntactical’ changes:  

• In the first version of the schema the attributes (metadata) of LearningPath, LearningAction 
and LearningActionsCluster were grouped in a container element Metadata. One of the 
software developers proposed to take the metadata element ID out of the container element, 
so that the three elements become more directly accessible. Even if we call it a minor change 
it clearly brought about an important improvement in terms of pragmatic quality.  

• For reasons of consistency/clarity the element LearningPathRef was changed into the 
element ExternalLearningPath and an ID was made mandatory for this element 
(LearningActions and LearningActionsClusters are also ‘declared’ separately and then 
referenced internally through an ID).  
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• The element Learning Actions as container element within the LearningActionsCluster 

element was removed because it appeared superfluous and therefore confusing. The schema 
now indicates that a LearningActionsCluster contains one or more LearningActionsRefs, 
LearningActionsClusterRefs, or ExternalLearningPathRefs.  

Three more profound changes were made, two of which were related to the rendering of a learning 
path in the Activity Navigator:  

• The metadata element ‘Title’ which was optional in the first version of the specification was 
made mandatory to enable proper rendering in Activity Navigator. 

• Added an attribute AdvisedOrder to the LearningActionsCluster, which provides information 
on how the Cluster should be presented to learners. The attribute specifies whether the order 
in which LearningActions are included in the cluster is the recommended order to study them 
in. When the Cluster is of the type ‘sequence’ or ‘parallel’ “Yes” means that the learner can 
diverge from the presented order. “No” means that the order is mandatory. When the type is 
‘free order’ the value “Yes” means that the learning actions in the cluster should be presented 
as a recommended order (though the learner could still diverge from it). “No” means that they 
can be presented and followed in a random order. 

• Removal of the restriction that a LearningActionsCluster contains at least two elements. 
Though there is some logic to the restriction, e.g. it hardly makes sense to define a group of 1, 
it is not necessary to specify such a restriction and indeed in the case of the learning path 
specification it proved a mistake since the Cluster element is also used to specify the ordering 
overall of LearningPath and it should be possible to create a LearningPath consisting of a 
single action.  

All in all two out of the six changes made, involved an improvement of pragmatic quality of the 
specification in the sense that these changes made it easier for software developers to read/interpret the 
specification. The other four changes (ID, Title, Advised order, and Restriction) involved optimising 
the specification for practical deployment in different tools, most notably the Learning Path Editor. A 
description of all adaptations has been provided in the Release Change notes published along with the 
new version of the specification (Janssen et al., 2008).  

1.4 Conclusions 
Development of the Learning Path Editor took place in two stages, because the initial plan to develop 
the Editor in Flash had to be abandoned due to integration issues with the Liferay portlet environment. 
The time constraints related to the switch to Flex also required that the original design of the Learning 
Path Editor was modified and restricted to represent basics.  
The process of developing the Editor has prompted several adaptations of the Learning Path 
Specification as well, which have contributed to the specifications pragmatic quality in the sense that it 
has become easier to interpret the specification and to deploy the specification in relevant tools. 
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